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New High-Speed Elkhead Chairlift, 

Year-Round Attractions Slated For 2016/17 
 

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, CO-WINTER 2016/17-A new high-speed, detachable quad chairlift, the installation of a 

mountain coaster and a new mini-golf course are slated for Steamboat during the upcoming 2016/17 winter and summer 

seasons.  

 

“Steamboat’s on-mountain experience continues to be elevated as we invest significantly across the mountain for the 

coming season,” said Rob Perlman, president and chief operating officer of Steamboat Ski & Resort Corporation. “The 

Elkhead chairlift, mountain coaster and mini-golf top the list of considerable enhancements to the guest experience and 

continue to set Steamboat up for year-round success in the future.” 

 

ELKHEAD CHAIRLIFT 
A new Doppelmayr high-speed, detachable quad chairlift will replace the current Elkhead fixed-grip chairlift in the Priest 

Creek area, reducing the ride time by more than half — now expected to be less than three minutes. The increased speed- 

more than double from 425 feet per minute to 1,000 feet per minute- of the new lift will substantially improve the guest 

experience in the popular Sunshine and Priest Creek areas of the mountain, especially at lunchtime and end-of-day egress. 

The new lift will also feature significant Doppelmayr technology and upgrades from its predecessor, including a child-

friendly restraint system on each chair. In addition to the new Elkhead lift, the resort will replace the DC drive on Bashor 

lift and change out the drive, spacing and PLC components on Sundown Express.  
 

MOUNTAIN ACTIVITIES 

Outlaw Mountain Coaster - Steamboat is working with world-class manufacturer Wiegand to install the Outlaw 

Mountain Coaster, the longest coaster in North America. Expected to operate year-round, the mountain coaster will 

descend more than 400 vertical feet with a riding length of more than 3,500 linear feet. The track will be built in the 

vicinity of Christie Peak Express lift and rise between 4 and 40 feet above the ground with dips, waves, turns and 360-

degree circles. Mountain coasters are gravity-driven sleds that run on a tubular stainless-steel rail system. Individuals ride 

the sled up the mountain and then slide down the rails with the ability to control the sled’s speed through a braking 

system. The Outlaw Mountain Coaster will incorporate state-of-the-art brake technology, which slows the sled by 

automatically applying the brakes in certain situations. 

 

Maverick Mini Golf - An 18-hole mini-golf course is planned for summer 2017, expanding activities for the entire 

family. The new course will be located near the base of the Christie Peak Express and Preview chairlifts and will operate 

during the summer season. The course design is expected to incorporate local landmarks, such as the iconic Steamboat 

Barn, Fish Creek Falls, Nordic ski jumps and Rabbit Ears. The final design and layout will look to feature different 

terraced levels with landscaping.  

 

RETAIL & RENTAL 

Marmot Store - The resort will team with Marmot on a new concept store located on the corner of 7
th
 Street and Lincoln 

Avenue in historic downtown Steamboat. The new 1,800-square-foot branded retail space will focus extensively on 

outerwear, apparel and accessories from the award-winning, high-performance company. In addition, function and fashion 

go hand in hand this winter as Steamboat employees sport new uniforms as part of the new Marmot partnership. With a 

commitment to producing the highest quality performance product available, Marmot currently works with only one other 

ski resort in the world designing uniforms for mountain employees. Steamboat’s SnowSports School, terrain parks, 

retail/rental and senior management team will put the new outdoor gear to the test for the 2016/17 winter season. Over 

subsequent seasons, additional mountain departments are anticipated to transition to the new Marmot uniform program.  

 

ACCESSIBILITY 

New San Diego Nonstop Flight - Southern Californians can experience floating in Steamboat’s legendary Champagne 

Powder® snow when Alaska Airlines launches new winter nonstop service from San Diego International Airport (SAN) 

to Steamboat/Hayden Airport (HDN) for the upcoming 2016/17 ski and snowboard season. The new flight rounds out 
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access for West Coast winter enthusiasts, with nonstop flights available up and down the coast from Seattle to southern 

California. Alaska Airlines will fly routes on a 76-seat E175 jet, operated by SkyWest Airlines, between San Diego and 

Steamboat twice a week from December 17 to March 25. 

 

 City Departs Arrives Aircraft Dates Frequency 

 

San 

Diego 

SAN 9:55a 

HDN 1:45p 

HDN 1:07p 

SAN 3:06p 
E175 12/17-3/25 Wednesday/Saturday 

Bigger and Better Planes - Alaska Airlines guests will enjoy nonstop flights on E175 aircrafts during winter 2016/17. 

These planes not only represent more capacity but also greater amenities including a first class cabin and Preferred Plus 

seating with extra leg room. United Airlines will fly bigger mainline jets into HDN this winter including an upgrade to a 

737-800 for nonstop Chicago Saturday flights, more capacity from Newark increasing from 150 seats to 166 and Dulles 

increasing from 128 seats to 150.  More nonstop access will be available for guests flying from Dallas as American 

Airlines increases holiday travel from 11 days in 2015 to 25 days during the 2016/17 winter, now flying from December 

15, 2016 to January 8, 2017 in addition to the regularly scheduled daily and weekend flights.  

 

Steamboat’s air program continues to be one of the most robust in the Rocky Mountains having added five new markets in 

the past four years, now offering nonstop access from 12 major airports on Alaska, American, Delta and United Airlines 

as well as convenient connections from more than 300 airports nationwide and worldwide. 

 

SNOW SURFACE 
 

Grooming - Two new Prinoth Beasts join Steamboat’s already powerful fleet of groomers, bringing the best grooming 

performance and highest grooming speed to the resort’s slopes. The Beast’s large operating width produces roughly 40% 

better grooming performance than other snow groomers, significantly improving the machine’s efficiency with time and 

cost savings. Each Beast is equipped with a Caterpillar C13 engine and weighs more than 12 tons. The resort’s grooming 

fleet, operated in two shifts, re-surfaces approximately 600 acres nightly and encompasses 21 total machines [6-Bisons, 3-

BR500, 8-BR350s, 1-BR275, a Zaugg and 2-BR350 Winch cats (Sherpa & Tower)]. Steamboat’s grooming team has 

more than 200 years of combined experience with an average tenure of more than decade, which truly means the resort 

gets the best combination of equipment and operators.  
 

Snowmaking - Even with an average of 338 inches of Champagne Powder® snow each year, Steamboat’s snowmaking 

system continues its upgrades program with pipe replacement on Spur Run and upgrading hoses to prevent leakage 

ultimately saving water and energy. Over the past eight seasons, the resort has installed nearly 20 miles/32km of water 

and air pipe for snowmaking. These improvements are all designed to use less energy and water while being more 

efficient when producing the early season snow base. Additionally, the resort’s primary pumphouse received new pumps 

and motors to enhance efficiency. The upgraded motors have the highest possible efficiency rating for a motor of their 

size at 95.4%, a vast improvement over the current pumps that were installed more than 30 years ago. The new state-of-

the-art pump system is controlled by a variable speed system which provides real-time operation and is the most efficient 

system on the market. Previously pumps were controlled by manual adjustments; this high powered system takes out the 

potential for human error and allows flows to react in real time providing the highest efficiency output regardless of flow 

or pressure changes.  

 

EVENTS 
 

WinterWonderGrass – Music and brews collide in the mountains of Steamboat Springs to deliver an authentic 

Colorado gathering celebrating bluegrass and craft beer. The 5
th 

year festival has now found the ideal Colorado location in 

Ski Town, U.S.A® which will include the events tried and true events, plus new features including a free welcome party, 

Farm to Table dinner, Special mid-mountain sessions and music and libation workshops. Historically the event has sold 

out, book now to reserve your spot at the newest addition to Steamboat’s event lineup.  
 
 

STEAMBOAT GRAND HOTEL 
 

A new state of the art television system from DirecTV highlights the guest experience changes at the Steamboat Grand 

Hotel this season. The DirecTV Residential Experience brings a new dimension to hotel television watching providing 

guests full access to design their own viewing experience during their vacation. Other enhancements greeting guests this 

winter include new carpet in Burgess Creek and Spring Creek meeting rooms, the Cabin Restaurant and all interior 

hallways; penthouse updates with new artwork, furniture and lighting; and new bedding in all 328 beautifully appointed 

guestroom.  


